**New HPS Rack**
**CRP Part No. 3490N**

*Applications:*
Lexus GX460 4.6L 2010-22; Toyota 4Runner 4.0L 2010-22; FJ Cruiser 4.0L 2010-14

First-to-market rack & pinion assembly. Engineered to meet OE specifications in performance, fit, and function. Upgraded bar is heat treated to prevent premature failure. Each unit is inspected and hydraulically tested.

**New EPS Manual Rack**
**CRP Part No. 4479N**

*Applications:*
Buick Encore 1.4L 2013-20; Chevrolet Trax 1.4L 2013-20

First-to-market rack & pinion assembly. Assembly meets OE specifications. Racks are supplied with inner tie rods, new bellows secured by OE stainless steel clamps to keep dirt out and prevent premature failure.

**New Power Steering Pump Kit**
**CRP Part No. 63173NKTA**

*Applications:*
Jeep Wrangler 3.8L 2007-11

First-to-market new power steering pump kit comes complete with new pump, pulley, return pipe, o-ring, and reservoir for easy and efficient installation.

**New Power Steering Pump**
**CRP Part No. 63209N**

*Applications:*
Hummer H3 3.5 L 2006; H3 3.7L 2007-10; H3T 3.7L 2009-10

New power steering pump manufactured with OE-quality components to meet or exceed OE specifications. Pulley and sensor included and preinstalled for easy installation.

**Coolant Hoses**
**CRP Part No. CHH0826, CHH0834, CHH0835, CHH0837 - CHH0845**

*Applications:*
Multiple applications for Tesla
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

12 first-to-market hoses for TESLA vehicles, the most widely sold EV brand in the market. These high-demand hoses are OE-quality, direct replacements for the OE, and include all necessary components and branches.

ECAT data may not be available for parts shown for 90 days after initial announcement.

For more information call 800.526.4066 and speak with a CRP representative or visit CRPAUTOMOTIVE.COM
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Coolant Hose
CRP Part No. CHE0802

Applications:
Multiple applications for Audi
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

AUDI OE reference 8K0121081AH. First-to-market engine coolant hose designed to be direct replacement part to OEM. Reduces installation time as no cutting, refitting or adjusting of the hose is required.

HVAC Heater Hose
CRP Part No. CHH0812

Applications:
Multiple applications for BMW
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

BMW OE reference 64219178427. Manufactured with premium OE quality material and designed to be a direct replacement for the OE hose.

Coolant Pipe
CRP Part No. CHP0783

Applications:
Multiple applications for Volkswagen & Audi
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

VW OE reference 5Q0121070BR. Designed to be direct replacement part for the OE. Produced using high quality materials resistant to heat, salt, oil, and other contaminants.

Radiator Mount
CRP Part No. AVM0742

Applications:
Multiple applications for Audi
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

AUDI OE reference 4H0121276. First-to-market mount is an OE part produced using high quality materials with high corrosion resistance to ensure maximum life of the part.

Turbocharger Coolant Lines
CRP Part No. CHT0803, CHT0804, CHT0805

Applications:
Multiple applications for Mercedes-Benz
For details, see showmetheparts.com/crp

Mercedes OE references 2782002000 (CHT0803), 2782001200 (CHT0804), 2782001100 (CHT0805). Manufactured with premium OE quality material designed to withstand the high demands of the turbo system. Comes complete with hardware and seals needed to save installation time.